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Introduction

!Studies about heat budget in 
the north Indian Ocean on 
seasonal timescale: 

Rao and Sivakumar, JGR 
2000, Shenoi et al. JGR 2002

!Few studies on interannual 
timescales in the north Indian 
Ocean

! Important impact of SST on monsoon 
variability and onset (e.g. Joseph et al. JC 
1994, Joseph and Pillai, Mausam1984)

Outline: • model and data
• seasonal comparisons
• interannual variability



Model and Data

!OPA OGCM (Madec et al. 1999)
• 0.5º resolution orthogonal curvilinear grid
•1.5 turbulent closure model for vertical mixing
• isopycnal diffusion for tracers

!Forcing :
!ERS data 1993-2000 ! Atmospheric variables with bulk formula (T° 
NCEP, wind speed ERS, humidity and cloud from climatology) ! CMAP 
monthly precipitations 

!ML budget:
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∫With : , which represents the surface temperature 
and  HML varying in time

∂tTML = ADVH + DIFFlat + FORC+ DIFFvert + ADVvert + ENTR

!Data: surface validation with SST and SLA from Reynolds and Topex, 
3D structure validation with a Mixed Layer Depth climatology (de Boyer 
Montégut et al. JGR 2004) http://www.lodyc.jussieu.fr/~cdblod/mld.html



Mixed Layer Depth Validation
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Model:

Data:

The model has a slightly greater amplitude of variation
The seasonal cycle is very well reproduced

!



Shenoi et al. JGR 2002
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Interannual Variability



Interannual Variability The 1996 cooling phase:



Conclusion

Heat budget of the dynamical mixed layer can modify the perception 
of the tendencies in cases of thin mixed layer (due to penetrative  
solar radiation, or effects of barrier layer formation)

!

The 1996 cooling is explained by atmospheric forcing in eastern AS 
and BB, whereas the ocean dynamics also plays an important role in 
regulating the SST  in western AS, mainly through mesoscale 
structures. 

!

! Outlook
:

• study the following warming phase
• increase spatial resolution with regional model
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